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The Edge Overview
The Edge Magazine is an independently
produced business magazine located
in the Qatari capital Doha, covering a
wide spectrum of commercial activity
across the dynamic, thriving and fastgrowing business landscape of Qatar,
in both the private and public sectors.
The Edge was launched in July 2009 to
provide the business community with

information and insight into latest trends
and market developments in the country
and the rest of the world. The Edge is
delivered monthly to more than 12,000
influential and affluent senior managers
and executives in the capital Doha and
throughout the Middle East, making it the
ideal solution for brands wishing to reach
this important and affluent market.

The Edge Aims
The Edge aims:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To be the most credible business media outlet in Qatar across print and digital
To impart exclusive news, analysis, specialist knowledge and business insights
To report on the latest and breaking monthly business developments in Qatar
To highlight new business and investment opportunities in Qatar and the GCC
To provide Qatari businessmen and entrepreneurs with useful intelligence
To provide advertisers a powerful tool to reach an affluent, influential audience

Liberalising

Qatar’s

Financial sector
Qatar’s financial sector has seen numerous changes recently, among them a much-touted
new law that aims to bring the various regulatory authorities under a single umbrella
organisation. As Qatar looks to grow its financial sector through a process of liberalisation – a
topic highlighted at the first Euromoney conference held in Doha recently, The Edge takes a
look at the risks and challenges this might bring. By shehan Mashood

Every edition
of The Edge
contains a unique
and original mix
of business and
industry news
and analysis,
including specialist
insights and
exclusive interviews
with prominent
newsmakers
from Qatar’s
business circles.

Readership at a glance
Age
breakdown of
our readers:

82%
Male

18%
Female

Readership breakdown

Standout Figures

16%

C-Suite Executive
and Directors

16%

Upper Management

45%

Middle Management

5%

Entrepreneurs

18%

Students/Graduates

12,000
T o t a l

D i st r i b ut i o n

C-Suite, Middle and Upper
Management as % of readership

Readership
The Edge readership consists of 60%
Qatari nationals and 40% expatriates.
Readership is positioned as premium,
aimed at high-profile Qatar-based
business leaders, including C-Suite
executives, shareholders, directors,
managers, entrepreneurs and investors.

Qatari
Expatriate

60%
40%

Content Breakdown
Educating Qatar’s

future financial sector

education | business interview

Dr. Abdulazziz Al Horr, who was appointed as the CEO of the Qatar Finance and Business
Academy (QFBA) last year, speaks with The Edge about the need to educate future generations
in order to be able to manage and grow the wealth of Qatar, and how the programmes they have
designed can help in this regard.

Could you tell us why the QFBA was
formed?

QFBA is the education arm for Qatar Financial Centre
Authority (QFCA). Qatar is now promoting itself
as a financial hub to attract international banks,
insurance companies, asset managers, and wealth
managers to come and operate in this country. For
the international organisations and companies to
come into Qatar, they have certain necessities. They
require a proper training and education institute, it is
one of the most important factors that international
banks and financial organisations consider when
they come to operate in any area.
Therefore QFCA in 2009, shortly after establishing
themselves in 2005, decided to form the QFBA. But
i want to make it clear that QFBA was not set up
just to serve banks and companies that report or
belong to QFCA. We cater for the entire financial
industry, starting from banks to capital management
companies; we cover all of these areas.

What did you do before you joined
the QFBA?

I started my career in human development as an
education professor at Qatar University, I then
took a director position at the Arab Education and
Leadership Center, I was also a director at Al Jazeera
Media Training Center, and then got offered the
opportunity of leading Qatar Finance and Business
Academy as its CEO. As you see, most of my life has
been dedicated to education and training. For the past
17 years, I have been involved in education in terms

Sometimes
we even
offer weekend
programmes, we are
very flexible, utilising
every way possible to
encourage people to
learn and develop.

of research, teaching and training for higher level
education and public education, specialising in three
main sectors – media, finance and business.

How did you get involved in education?

My discipline is in education. I got my PhD and my
master’s degree in education, I taught at Qatar
University, and later became a certified professional
trainer specialised in areas of strategic planning
and leadership. So far I have written for more
than 25 publications tackling subjects related to
education, leadership, strategic planning, creativity
and other areas.

Did you know you wanted to follow a
career path of education early on in life?

Yes indeed, my goals were very clear in my mind, even
when I was pursuing my higher education, I recall, for
a newspaper interview, I was asked about what career
I chose to specialise in, and my answer was at that
time; to specialise in education and development for
a promising future is what I wanted to do and this
is how I envisioned my future. I still have the piece
from that interview. So yes, it was very clear, in fact it
was crystal clear in my mind that this was the path I
wanted to go with.

You mentioned that you operate under
the auspices of the QFCA, can you tell
us more about that?

Sure, as I mentioned, you cannot have a financial
centre without a proper training and development
arm. You cannot have a distinguished financial sector
without a focus on education and training. Training is
not restricted to starters, but even for professionals.
The certifications we offer with our programmes
cover the A’s to Z’s of the industry. Establishing QFBA
under QFCA was one of our unique selling points,
besides the advantage of the economic boom, and
the investment in the infrastructure happening in the
country, QFBA is an added value for international firms
to come and operate from Qatar.

You also work with organisations to
develop courses based on their specific
needs, could you talk about that?
Some organisations have their own mechanisms of
conducting the needs assessment. They give us what
they want and we design our service accordingly.
Other organisations ask for help to identify and
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Ret ail
Ris ing
Qatar’s retail sector in the country is
experiencing unprecedented expansion,
with a plethora of new malls recently opened
or on their way. But how long is this growth
sustainable for and will there be enough
customers for all these new stores? In this
special feature, The Edge investigates.
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FOOD
FOR A DAY
Moving Qatar towards agricultural self-sufficiency

The product of four years in the Qatari
market and more than 40 issues,
thanks to a redesign and revision
of direction and content, The Edge
Magazine’s editorial is completely
focused in meeting the needs of its
core readership, Qatar’s businessmen.

Qatar outlined ambitious plans to achieve national food security in the wake of 2008’s food
crisis. The aim of the Qatar National Food Security Programme (QNFSP) is to bring the country
as close as possible to food self-sufficiency by 2023. Some observers have even raised the
prospect of farms rising skywards in the form of skyscrapers as Qatar considers introducing
hydroponics, or soilless agriculture, and ‘vertical farming’. Though some of these ideas are just
in the conceptual phase, with the recent opening of The Sahara Project in Doha, real progress
has been made towards Qatar’s high tech ‘farms of the future’ and could be the ticket to selfsufficiency, writes Barry Mansfield

Business News

•

including retail, development
and infrastructure.
Tech & Communications: including all
business related IT devices etcetera.

Business Interviews

This section focuses on breaking news
and recent facts and figures relating to
Qatari and regional business, as well as
important events and conferences.

Exclusive and detailed one-on-one
interviews with headline Qatari and
Qatar-based C-suite executives,
company directors, business owners
and entrepreneurs.

Country Focus

Features

Each month The Edge focuses on the
business and trade relationship between
Qatar and a specific country.

Sectors

Every edition contains four to six pages
of news, analysis and insight into the
four broad business sectors with the
most combined market activity in Qatar:
• Finance & Markets: including financial
services, banking and investment.
• Energy & Sustainability: including oil,
gas, power, water and green energy.
• Construction & Real Estate:

In-depth exclusive and original articles
by professional journalists covering
various aspects of a wide range of
private and public sector business in
Qatar and the GCC.

Business Insight

Interviews with leading local and
international business people across
all sectors.

Products & Reviews:

The Edge reviews the latest business
tools and executive gadgets.

The Sahara Forest project in collaboration with Norwegian firm Yara International and QAFCO realises its first pilot facility in Doha. An agreement for the site was
signed in February 2012 in Oslo, with US$5.4 million (QR20 million) in funding. (Image courtesy The Sahara Project)

Editorial Breakdown
A detailed list of editorial
content featured regularly in
The Edge Magazine:
•
•
•
•

Finance and Economics
Markets and Investment
Banking and Insurance
Trade and Manufacture

•
•
•
•
•

Hydrocarbon and Green Energy
Construction, Infrastructure and
Real Estate
Information Technology
and Communications
SMEs and Entrepreneurship
Business Management and
Human Resources

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport and Aviation
MICE and Tourism
Water and Food Security
Retail and Commerce
Law and Regulation
Marketing and Media
Healthcare and Sport
Education and Socio-economics

Distribution
The Edge has a monthly print run of
12,000 copies direct to the business
community in Doha and throughout
selected areas within Gulf Cooperation
Council countries.
The Edge distribution is divided into four
tactical areas:
1. Bulk supply
2. VIP hand delivery
3. Retail
4. UAE circulation

In brief:
• The Edge magazine is distributed via
The Gulf Times Newspaper.
• Delivered to five-star hotels, spas, and
health clubs.
• Delivered to Qatar Airways VIP terminal
and business class lounges and on
board Qatar Executive private jets.
• VIP hand delivered to embassies,
CEOs, top multinational companies,
banks and financial institutions.
• The Edge provides retail advantages
via selected outlets such as

Virgin Megastore, Spinney’s and
Woqod petrol stations dispersed
throughout Qatar.
• UAE distribution targets elite, highprofile business hubs within The Abu
Dhabi International Airport and its
VVIP lounges.
• In Dubai The Edge can be found
in The Emirates Towers, selected
governmental offices, consulates
and prominent embassies, including
VIP hand deliveries to influential GCC
nationals and decision makers.

5. Global distribution on Qatar
Airways, Business class

Qatar Foundation, 450
Qatar Airways Premium/VIP
Terminal, 450

Ministries, 100
Qatar Airways Business class, 500

With Gulf Times, 2000
Embassies and
C-Suite, 1000

International Distribution
1300

VIP’s, 1000

Five star Hotels, 1000

Subscribers, 1500

High-end retail 1000
Financial Institutions,
Multinationals,1200

The Edge has a monthly print run of 12,000 copies per
month direct to the business community in Doha
and throughout selected areas within the GCC.

Media Rates
INSIDE GATEFOLD

QR 41,500

INSIDE front COVER

QR 25,500

inside back cover

QR 25,500

ELITE BACK COVER

QR 30,000

1ST DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

QR 30,000

2nd DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

QR 24,000

Standard DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

QR 22,500

STANDARD FULL PAGE

QR 14,000

Premiere FULL PAGE (1ST 30 PAGES)

QR 16,000

HALF PAGE VERTICAL CONTENTS

QR 9,000

HALF PAGE VERTICAL (ROM)

QR 7,500

2 PAGE ADVERTORIAL

QR 21,000

4 PAGE ADVERTORIAL

QR 33,000

PREMIUM HORIZONTAL STRIP

QR 6,500

STANDARD HORIZONTAL STRIP (ROM)

QR 5,000

1/3 VERTICAL STRIP (ROM)

QR 5,500

Deadline date is 20th of each month.

photo
of the month

Emiri Walkabout

His Highness the Emir Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani waves to
his loyal subjects next to members of a security team as he arrives
with his entourage to attend Qatar’s National Day celebrations
on Doha’s Corniche on December 18, 2012. Apparently
unscheduled, much to the surprise and elation of those present,
the Emir walked some distance along the waterfront, talking to
and shaking hands with his people and expatriates alike and even
embracing small children. Such gestures are usually rare in the
Arab world, with most leaders opting to err on the side of caution
behind bulletproof glass or a wall of heavily armed bodyguards,
and most choosing to keep some distance between themselves
and the masses – and would-be assassins. The fact that HH the
Emir had the confidence to get so close to the public leant a
special flavour to the 2012 National Day celebrations and perhaps
also says a lot about him and the stability of the country that he
rules. (Image Corbis/Reuters Fadi Al Assad)
8 | The Edge
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The Edge is an
independent
Doha-based
magazine covering
the thriving and fast
growing business
landscape of Qatar
in both the private
and public sectors.

Advertising specifications
All artwork is to be sent in high resolution PDF format, with a resolution of no less than 300 DPI.
Colour: CMYK
Safe Area: leave a minimum of 0.8 cm on the sides inside

Size description

Width x height

SINGLE FULL PAGE - TRIM SIZE

19 cm x 25 cm

SINGLE FULL PAGE - BLEED SIZE

20 cm x 26 cm

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD - TRIM SIZE

38 cm x 25 cm

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD - BLEED SIZE

39 cm x 26 cm

Half page

9.3 cm x 21.4 cm

Inside front cover - TRIM SIZE

19 cm x 25 cm

Inside front cover - Bleed SIZE

20 cm x 26 cm

Back cover - TRIM SIZE

19 cm x 25 cm

Back cover - BLEED SIZE

20 cm x 26 cm

Horizontal Strip advert

15.8cm x 3cm

1/3 Vertical strip

5cm x 21.38cm

Trim size 15.8 x 3cm

Trim size 5 x 21.38cm

Submission of art work is 20th of each month.

Advertising specifications

Contacts
Julia Toon - International Sales Director
Email: j.toon@firefly-me.com
Mob: +974 6688 0228
Off: +974 4434 0360

Manu Parmar - Head of Business Sales
Email: m.parmar@theedge-me.com
Mob: +974 3332 5038

Adam Kynnersley - Sales Manager
Email: a.kynnersley@theedge-me.com
Mob: +974 6607 9716

Roger Cousin - Area Sales Manager, UAE
  Email: r.cousin@firefly-me.com
Mob: +971 508716076

Miles Masterson - Managing Editor
Email: m.masterson@theedge-me.com

Aparajita Mukherjee - Senior
Business Editor
Email: a.mukherjee@theedge-me.com

SPECIAL
FOCUS:
FOSTERING
QATAR’S
ARTISTIC
SENSIBILITIES
Exclusive:
The
region’s
first medical
‘Biobank’
to open
this year in Doha

Vol. 5 No. 2 - Issue 41 - February 2013

DOHA,
MEDIA CITY?

Exploring potential
in the local media sector

FOOD FOR A DAY

Developing a
self-sustainable Qatar

REALITY
CHEQUE

Qatar’s economic
progress in 2013

LNG

PLUS:

Shehan Mashood - Digital Editor

Qatari Riyal: To peg or not to peg?
Doha commercial property update
Qatar’s best corporate websites
Getting your price right
Country Focus: United Kingdom

Email: s.mashood@theedge-me.com

Qatar Vs. The World

Let the prize fight begin

Farwa Zahra - Deputy Editor
Email: f.zahra@theedge-me.com

Azqa Haroon - Distribution
Administrative Manager
Email: a.haroon@firefly-me.com

SPECIAL
ARTISTIC
SENSIBILITIES
Qatar Airways
CEO FOCUS:
Akbar AlFOSTERING
Baker talks QATAR’S
expansion
and airport
delays with The Edge

Vol. 5 No. 1 - Issue 40 - January 2013

Sarah Jabari - Graphic Designer /
Design coordinator
  Email: s.jabari@firefly-me.com

Joseph Issac - Distribution Logistic
Manager
  Email: j.issac@firefly-me.com

LIBERALISING
QATAR

towards a more progressive
financial sector

ARABIC’S
DIGITAL
DIVIDE

Bridging the content
gap as a cultural and
commercial imperative

LABOUR
CHALLENGE

Ronald Alvin Baron - Finaliser
  Email: r.baron@firefly-me.com

Examining the reality
of migrant construction
workers in Qatar

www.theedge.me

PLUS:

Qatar and China
2013 real estate outlook
COP 18 outcomes
CEOs and social media
Country Focus: Poland

Events & Supplements
The Edge partners with and is present at several highprofile business events in Qatar throughout the year. In
conjunction with select events, The Edge publishes regular
sector-focused supplements, including the annual Real
Estate Review and Environ issues – both special tabloid
publications, focused on real estate and sustainability
respectively – and Ambition, a mini-magazine focused on
education and recruitment in Qatar.
*For events and supplement sales enquiries please
call a sales representative to discuss further.

Magazine

eco supplement

nov 2012

Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle: Towards a sustainable Qatar

